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Abstract

severity by first demonstrating the efficacy of the speech signal for detecting the presence of HD. The system includes transcription, feature extraction, and classification. The transcripts
are generated either by humans or by training in-domain automatic speech recogntion (ASR) systems. The features are
clinically-inspired and include filler usage, pauses in speech,
speech rate, and pronunciation errors. We investigate the static
and dynamic feature properties. The static feature sets describe
speech behavior using summary statistics; the dynamic feature
sets provide an opportunity to directly model the feature variation between utterances. We model the static feature sets using
k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) with Euclidean distance and Deep
Neural Networks (DNN). We model the dynamic feature sets
using k-NN with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) Distance and
Long-Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM). We investigate
the impact of transcription error, moving from manual transcriptions, to transcripts generated using forced alignment to known
prompts, and finally to automatic speech recognition (ASR).
Our results demonstrate the efficacy of speech-centered approaches for detecting HD. We show that we can accurately detect HD using a simple static (k-NN) approach, resulting in an
accuracy of 0.81 (chance performance is 0.5). We then show
that these results can be improved using dynamic feature sets
(DTW) or deep methods, which can capture the non-linear relationships in our feature sets (DNN/LSTM). Finally, we demonstrate that in domains with limited lexical variability, manual
transcripts can be replaced with ASR transcripts without suffering from a degradation in performance, even given a word
error rate of 9.4%. This indicates the robustness of the identified speech features. The novel aspects of our approach include
one of the first investigations into automated speech-centered
HD detection and a focus on understanding the importance of
modeling temporal variability for detecting HD.

Speech is a critical biomarker for Huntington Disease (HD),
with changes in speech increasing in severity as the disease progresses. Speech analyses are currently conducted using either
transcriptions created manually by trained professionals or using global rating scales. Manual transcription is both expensive
and time-consuming and global rating scales may lack sufficient
sensitivity and fidelity [1]. Ultimately, what is needed is an
unobtrusive measure that can cheaply and continuously track
disease progression. We present first steps towards the development of such a system, demonstrating the ability to automatically differentiate between healthy controls and individuals with
HD using speech cues. The results provide evidence that objective analyses can be used to support clinical diagnoses, moving
towards the tracking of symptomatology outside of laboratory
and clinical environments.
Index Terms: Huntington disease, speech analysis, clinical application, speech feature extraction, speech recognition

1. Introduction
Huntington disease (HD) is a fatal, autosomal neurodegenerative disease that typically affects 12 per 100,000 people in the
Western World [2]. HD is insidious and progressive, affecting
motor skills, speech, cognition, and behavior [3]. The diagnosis
of HD is based on unequivocal motor symptoms and is typically
made when individuals are in their mid-40’s [4, 5]. Current research suggests that speech motor deficits precede the onset of
limb and trunk chorea [5], providing an opportunity to leverage
changes in speech as a sensitive biomarker. These biomarkers
can then be used to support distributed ecologically valid symptom tracking. This paper builds towards that goal, investigating
how the speech signal can be used to automatically detect HD.
HD speech is typically characterized by decreases in the
number of words pronounced, syntactic complexity, and speech
rate, in addition to increases in paraphasic errors, filler usage,
and sentence duration [6, 5]. Language and speech symptoms are common in HD, occurring in approximately 90% of
cases [7, 8]. As such, acoustic analyses may provide meaningful therapeutic and diagnostic information for individuals with
HD, especially given that preliminary research has shown that
HD-related speech deficits can be objectively characterized and
increase with disease progression [9]. The development of an
objective, non-invasive acoustic biomarker, sensitive enough to
detect disease progression in people with premanifest and manifest HD, will provide new avenues for clinical research and
treatments.
We present an initial step towards detecting changes in HD

2. Related Work
Previous works have demonstrated the feasibility of automated
speech assessment for various neurocognitive disorders such as
dementia [10], aphasia [11], and Alzheimer’s disease [12]. Research has investigated the feasibility of using automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to extract lexical features from transcribed
audio [13, 14]. However, off-the-shelf ASR systems are not
well suited to this domain because of the abnormal speech patterns, high speaker variability, and lack of data that are common
in dysarthric speech [15, 16]. Furthermore, these off-the-shelf
ASR systems may miss out on critical cues such as the presence of fillers, stutters, or mispronunciations, all of which contribute to the perception of disordered speech [12]. Another
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Table 1: Summary of participant demographics
Age — Mean (SD)
Gender — % Male
Race — % White
Race — % Black
Race — % Other

Premanifest (n=12)
42.6 (9.8)
36.4
90.9
0
9.1

Early (n=12)
52.0 (11.2)
41.7
100
0
0

Duration (avg. dur)
1,469.83 (47.41 ± 7.68)
2,641.83 (85.2 ± 38.18)

Control (n=31)
50.3 (11.1)
38.7
90.3
6.5
3.2

All (n=62)
49.8 (11.1)
38.7
91.9
4.8
3.3

Table 3: Performance of ASR system (per speaker) for healthy
and HD speech, including WER, insertion (ins), deletion (del),
and substitution (sub)

Table 2: Dataset summary: total dataset size (seconds) and average utterance duration (seconds). HC describes the healthy
controls and HD, the participants with Huntington
Group
HC
HD

Late (n=7)
54.6 (9.7)
37.5
87.5
12.5
0

# Utt. (avg. num)
310 (10.0 ± 0.00)
320 (10.32 ± 0.74)

All
HD
HC

approach has been to train specialty ASR models directly on
the domain-relevant data. Le et al. trained an ASR system on
aphasic speech and used this system to extract speech features
for the prediction of intelligibility, including: the number of
fillers, phone rate, error rate, utterance length, and goodness of
pronunciation [11]. Similar work from Peintner et al. focused
on the automatic diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases [17].
In addition, work from Guerra et al. demonstrated the potential
of using non-linear classifiers and multi-dimensional features to
detect dysarthric speech. [18].

WER %
9.4 ± 14.8
16.0 ± 18.7
2.8 ± 2.3

Ins
1.4 ± 3.1
2.5 ± 4.0
0.3 ± 0.9

Del
5.0 ± 11.2
8.7 ± 14.9
1.3 ± 1.2

Sub
8.9 ± 17.3
15.5 ± 22.5
2.3 ± 2.4

logical, semantic, or neologistic), vowel distortions, word repetitions, retracing, assimilations, dialect variances, letter and
word omissions, utterances, pauses, glottal sounds unique to
HD, vocalizations, spontaneous speech for each participant, and
variations in rate, fundamental frequency (F0), and voice quality. Interrater reliability (greater than or equal to 90% agreement) was established between two trained raters and a Ph.D.level Speech Language Pathologist. The raters then individually transcribed each recording and their transcriptions were
compared. Raters were required to reach a consensus for all
identified discrepancies. In cases where consensus could not be
reached, the Speech Language Pathologist was consulted.

3. Data Description
The data in this study was collected from an HD study conducted at the University of Michigan. The data consists of 62
speakers, 31 healthy and 31 with HD. Out of the 31 individuals
with HD, 11 are premanifest, 12 are in the early stage, and 8
are in the late stage. HD groups were created using the Total
Motor Score (TMS) and the Total Functional Capacity (TFC)
score [19] from the Unified Huntingtons Disease Rating Scale
(UHDRS) [20]. Specifically, individuals were designated as
premanifest HD if they had a positive gene test (HD CAG >
35) and a clinician-rated score of less than 4 on the last item of
the TMS (which provides an index of clinician-rated diagnostic confidence). Those with clinician-rated scores greater than
or equal to 4 on the last item of the TMS were included in the
manifest HD group. For those with manifest HD, TFC scores
(which provide an index of clinician-rated functional capacity)
were used to determine HD stage. Specifically, scores range
from 0 (low functioning) to 13 (highest level of functioning);
TFC sum scores of 7-13 were considered early-stage and sum
scores of 0-6 were considered late-stage HD.
The data includes both read speech and spontaneous speech
sections. This study focuses only on the read speech portion,
during which participants read the Grandfather Passage [21].
The Grandfather Passage [22, 23, 24] is a phonetically balanced
paragraph containing 129 words and 169 syllables, and is a standard reading passage used in speech-language pathology. This
passage is commonly used to test for dysarthric speech [25]. Table 2 shows additional information about the scope of our data
such as the size and number of utterances.

4.2. Automated Transcripts
Manual transcripts often represent a bottleneck because they are
costly and time-intensive to obtain. ASR can provide an alternative. However, off-the-shelf systems are often unusable due to
the acoustic mismatch between the healthy speech used to train
these systems and the speech patterns of individuals of the target population. We address this by training in-domain acoustic
and language models using a specialized lexicon.
The lexicon we used is initialized using standard English
phone-level pronunciations provided by the CMU pronunciation dictionary [27]. We augment this using the pronunciation
errors identified in the manual transcripts. We use a bigram language model extracted over the manual transcripts.
The acoustic model is a monophone Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) with three-states per phone and a left-to-right topology. The emission probability of each state is estimated using a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). We use a monophone acoustic model rather than a triphone model due to the relatively small
size of the dataset (∼1 hour of total speech). The final model
consists of 500 Gaussian mixtures.
The input acoustic features are Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), extracted with a 25ms Hamming window
and 10ms overlap using Kaldi [28]. We include the 13 MFCC
coefficients, the first, second, and third order deltas.
The acoustic and language models are trained and tested
using a Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) approach over all HC
and HD speakers. The performance of our ASR system is
shown in Table 3, obtaining an overall WER of 9.4 ± 14.9%.
This relatively low WER is strongly attributed to the constrained
speech produced by reading the grandfather passage.

4. Data Transcription
4.1. Human Transcriptions

4.3. Preprocessing Methods
We present three approaches to investigate the effect of error propagation. We first assume the availability of manual

Recordings were deidentified and transcribed using the CHAT
approach [26] and Computerized Language Analysis (CLAN)
software. CHAT transcriptions identify speech errors (phono-
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Feature Extraction

Seg.

Human Transcription

ASR

Figure 1: System diagram for HD classification (note: seg. is segmentation)
Table 4: Average dimension size of feature vectors
Utt-level
Spkr-level

FA-ORAT
43.7 ± 1.2
336.8 ± 10.6

FA-GF
29.2 ± 1.3
235.9 ± 8.0

Pause Features: Pauses are periods without speech that last
for at least 150 ms [29]. The utterance-level features include:
the number of pauses, number of pauses per second, number
of pauses per word, number of pauses per phone, total pause
duration, and total pause duration per second.

ASRT
44.3 ± 1.1
359.0 ± 8.0

Speech Rate Features: Speech rate captures an individual’s
speaking speed. The utterance-level features include: the number of phones, number of phones per second, number of phones
per word, number of words, and number of words per second.

transcripts and investigate the feasibility of extracting features
for HD classification (force-aligned oracle transcription, FAORAT). Next, we assume that the subject prompt is available
and ask if the subject’s speech goals can be used as a target for
force alignment (forced-aligned grandfather transcription, FAGF). This allows us to investigate the effect of the mismatch
introduced by speech errors. Finally, we assume only that segmentation information is available, noting when speaker utterances begin and end, but that the transcript itself is unknown
(ASR transcription, ASRT). This provides insight into the effectiveness of an automatic system that can transcribe, extract
features, and predict diagnosis (Figure 1).
All approaches use the acoustic model discussed in Section 4.2. The ASRTs are discussed in Section 4.2. FA-ORATs
are generated by force-aligning the input audio to the manual
transcripts. FA-GFs are generated by force-aligning the input
audio to the original Grandfather passage text.
FA-ORAT and ASRT utterances are segmented using the
manual transcripts before both ASR and force alignment (future work will remove the reliance on manual segmentation for
ASRT). FA-GF utterances are segmented into utterances using
the natural sentences within the Grandfather passage ( Figure 1).

Goodness of Pronunciation Features: Goodness of Pronunciation (GoP) measures the fitness of a reference acoustic model
(trained over all HD and HC speakers) to a given phone by
computing the difference between the average acoustic loglikelihood of a force-aligned phoneme and that of an unconstrained phone loop [30]:
GoP(p) =

P (O|p)
1
log
,
N
P (O|P L)

(1)

where p is a sequence of phones, O is the MFCC acoustic observation, N is the number of frames, and P L is the unconstrained phone loop. The utterance-level features include: the
GoP score for each phone in the utterance.

6. Methods
We use Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) paradigm: in each run,
a single subject is held-out as the test speaker and the model is
trained and validated on the remaining speakers. Within the
training partition, 80% of the data is used to train the model and
20% is used to validate. This process is repeated over all speakers. All results presented are accuracies averaged over all subjects in the study. We train four models: k-NN with Euclidean
distance (k-NN), k-NN with DTW distance (DTW), Deep Neural Networks (DNN), and Long-Short-Term Memory Recurrent
Neural Networks (LSTM-RNN).
We hypothesize that HD can be detected using speech features. We test this hypothesis first using k-NN, which assigns a
label to an instance based on the plurality of its closest k neighbors. k-NN uses the speaker-level features, while DTW uses
the utterance-level features. In both approaches, we sweep over
the number of neighbors, k.
We further hypothesize that the relationship between
speech features and diagnosis can be more accurately modeled
by exploiting non-linear feature interactions. We test this hypothesis using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) over the speakerlevel features and Long-Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM-RNN) over the utterance-level features.
Both DNN and LSTM-RNN are implemented using Keras with
a Tensorflow [31] backend. The DNN is comprised of two
fully connected layers with ReLU activation functions, a softmax output layer for binary classification, and dropout layers between each fully connected layer in the network. Our

5. Feature Extraction
We describe two feature sets: utterance-level (dynamic) and
speaker-level (static). The utterance-level features are extracted
over each utterance and provide insight into the relationship between the time-series behavior of the features and diagnosis. We
normalize the utterance-level features using speaker-dependent
z-normalization. The speaker-level features are calculated by
applying summary statistics to the normalized utterance-level
features, including max, min, mean, SD, range, and quartiles
(25th, 50th, 75th). We group all features by subject and remove
features that have either zero variance or zero information gain
with respect to the target class (Table 4). We perform this once
at the utterance-level for our dynamic features and again after
summary statistics are computed for our static features.
Filler Features: Fillers are parts of speech that are not purposeful and that do not contain formal meaning (i.e., ah, eh, um,
uh). Fillers are labeled during the human transcription process.
They are preserved in ORAT and are estimated in ASRT. They
are ignored in FA-GF due to the absence of fillers in the original passage. The utterance-level features include: number of
fillers, number of fillers per second, number of fillers per word,
number of fillers per phone, total filler duration per utterance,
and total filler duration per second.
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Table 5: Classification results (FA = forced alignment, ORAT = oracle, GF = grandfather, ASRT = ASR system)
Method
k-NN
DTW
DNN
LSTM-RNN

FA-ORAT
Accuracy F1 (HD)
0.81
0.77
0.87
0.86
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.86

FA-GF
Accuracy F1 (HD)
0.82
0.79
0.84
0.81
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.82

Table 6: The confusion matrix derived from the average percentage of classifications across all data processing methods
and classifiers. Rows = ground truth, columns = prediction
HD
0.05
0.46
0.86
0.98

Feature
Pre

Healthy
0.95
0.54
0.14
0.02

Table 7: Percentage of features (GoP, Speech Rate (SR), Pauses
(P)) extracted from ORAT that are statistically significantly different (p<0.05) compared to the HC population

Early

Healthy
Premanifest
Early
Late

ASRT
Accuracy F1 (HD)
0.81
0.77
0.81
0.77
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.84

Late

LSTM-RNN is comprised of a two LSTM layers with recurrent dropout, bias l2 regularization, and kernel l2 regularization
followed by a softmax output layer. In both networks, we perform a hyperparameter sweep for layer width (32, 64, 128) and
dropout rate (0.0, 0.2, 0.4). We use an ensemble approach, in
which we train five separate models and the mode of the five
predictions is used as the final prediction of the system.

Feature
GoP
SR
P
GoP
SR
P
GoP
SR
P

Increase
0.0
0.04
0.35
0.12
0.2
0.85
0.12
0.2
0.64

ORAT
Decrease
0.06
0.32
0.0
0.76
0.48
0.0
0.76
0.6
0.0

No Change
0.94
0.64
0.65
0.12
0.32
0.15
0.12
0.2
0.36

ease categories (HC, premanifest, early, late) and identify the
subset of features that are significantly different between the
HC population and each of the disease stages. We assert significance when p < 0.05, using a two-tailed independent samples
t-test. We apply Bonferroni correction to account for the familywise error rate. We present the percentage of features that are
statistically significant between the HC population and each disease stage and note whether the features of the individuals with
HD are greater than, less than, or not statistically significantly
different from those of the HC population. The results demonstrate that generally, GoP decreases, speech rate decreases, and
the number of pauses increase with disease severity (Table 7).

7. Results
The results (Table 5) show the feasibility of HD detection using
all presented methods. The FA-ORAT approach results in the
most accurate HD predictions, with an accuracy of 0.81 for kNN, 0.87 for DTW, 0.87 for DNN, and 0.87 for LSTM-RNN.
In the majority of cases in Table 5, the accuracy slightly decreases when less accurate transcriptions are used in the place
of ORAT. For example, we obtain an accuracy of 0.85 for DNN
when using both FA-GF and ASRT.
We assess the statistical significance of the changes in performance across classification and transcription approaches using Cochran’s Q test, which compares the binary prediction
over each of the 62 speakers across all methods and classifiers. We assert significance when p < 0.05. The result
demonstrates that there is not an overall statistically significant
difference over individual classifiers and transcription method
(Q(11)=15.6, p=0.157). This suggests that there are multiple
opportunities to recognize symptomatology and avenues to research how speech changes are associated with illness. Further,
given appropriately constrained content, ASR transcripts can be
used as a substitute to manual transcripts for extracting speech
features to assess HD symptomatology.
Our system is accurately able to distinguish between
healthy patients and individuals with early and late stage HD
(Table 6). Our results show improved classification for later HD
stages, which suggests that our features can more accurately
capture HD speech for individuals whose disease is more advanced, compared to those at earlier stages. Further, it points to
the difficulty in recognizing premanifest HD due to similarities
in speech compared to both healthy and HD populations.
We analyze the relationship between feature category and
disease stage, focusing on the static ORAT feature set. We aggregate the test sets generated over each run of LOSO (62 sets),
retaining only the features that have non-zero variance and information gain across all 62 speakers (GoP, speech rate, pause,
and filler features). We then separate the data into the four dis-

8. Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate the effectiveness of classifying
HD using key speech features, including speech rate, pauses,
fillers, and GoP. Our experimental results show that automated
approaches can be used to generate transcripts, extract features, and classify HD. The accuracy of the presented method
increases with disease stage, which suggests that speech may
serve as an effective biomarker that could be used to track HD
progression. Finally, the performance of both the static and dynamic approaches suggests that there are mulitple opportunities
for tracking symptomatology in this domain. Further improvements for our automated system can be made by increasing the
performance of ASR by incorporating additional out-of-domain
data (e.g., [32]). We will also investigate the development of
new, more descriptive, features.
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